The POSITION of the
to conduct contests, competitions and Championships in handling
Handling -the art of dog training for the exhibition, the ability to hide exterior flaws and
emphasize the exterior exhibit dignity of a dog.
For Handling:
 Contests;
 Competitions;
 Championships.
Championships are held in both the individual and the team event.
Age grading contests, competitions and Championships:
 "The child and the dog"-up to 10 years;
 "Start Hendler"-from 10 to 12 years;
 "Junior handler"-from 12 to 14 years;
 "The Handler"-from 14 to 16 years of age;
 «Hendler-ProFi-from 16 years.
In contests, competitions and Championships Handling Handlers may participate with
dogs of any breed, as well as the Métis.
1. competitions:
1.1. The judicial evaluation exercises instructor trainer or expert below category III.
1.2. registration ends on the day of the event before the start of the vote.
1.3. during the exercises shown in the ring, participants are evaluated by the judge by awarding
the appropriate place.
1.4. Each participant receives a diploma at the end of the party.
2. Event:
2.1. The judicial evaluation exercises instructor-trainer or expert below category II.
2.2. registration closes 10 days before the event.
2.3. the list of participants is published in the exhibition catalogue.
2.4. While working in the ring each exercise performed by the party, is evaluated by the point
system from 1 to 10 and balls.
2.5. During the work in the ring, if parties to typeset the same number of points, the judge may
ask participants to simultaneously perform the same exercise (at its discretion).
2.6. each participant at the end of the competition gets a "Diploma", indicating the scores.
3. Championships:
3.1. The judicial assessment carries out specialist not below the national categories.
3.2. To register participation in Handling Championships from each participant requires at least
two diplomas obtained previously in the relevant age group, in which it is registered. With this
amount of points shall be not less than:
 for "start Handlers"-60 points;
 for "junior handler"-100 balls;
 for ' Hendler "-140 balls;
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for Hendler-ProFi-160 balls.
3.3. registration closes 10 days before the event.
3.4. During work in the ring each exercise performed by the party, is evaluated by the point
system from 1 to 10 and balls.
3.5. During the work in the ring, if parties to typeset the same number of points, the judge may
request the exchange of dogs and perform the same exercise (at its discretion).
3.6. Hendler Wins with the highest number of points.
3.7. The winner is assigned the title "best year 20__" Hendler.
4. Team Championship:
4.1. The judicial assessment carries out specialist not below the national categories.
4.2. registration of teams consisting of not less than 3 persons.
4.3. registration closes 10 days before the event.
4.4. While working in the ring each exercise performed by a member of the team, valued
separately, judge point system from 1 to 10 and balls. Then team members recruited scores are
summed up and divided into the number of team members.
4.5. During the work in the ring, if multiple commands typeset the same number of points, the
judge may request the members of the teams exchange the dogs inside the team and run
simultaneously with the team of candidates the same exercise (at the discretion of the judge).
4.6. the team, average which most high.
4.7. Hendlinga School, which is winning the championship team is assigned the title of "best
school Hendlinga year 20__".
4.8. the Party which won the Team Championship, who garnered the largest number of points is
assigned to the title of "the best Trainer of the year 20__".
Also the title "best 20__goda" Handler can get the participant who has typed on Handling
Championships in the age group:
 "Start"-200-Hendler and points for 5 performances;
 "Junior handler"-350-plus points for 6 performances;
 "The Handler"-600-t points for 8 performances;
 «Hendler-ProFi-1000 points for 12nd performances.
5. rules of contests, competitions, Championships:
5.1. list of exercises, which evaluated the work of the Handler:
 Demonstration of dogs in a rack;
 Showing bite in dogs;
 Movement with a dog right back;
 Movement in a circle (the judge is in the center of the circle);
 Traffic circle (judge extends beyond the circle);
 The movement for "Triangle";
 Movement in the form of the letter "t";
 Movement in the form of the letter "L";
 To change the position in the Group (on the orders of a judge).
5.1.1. When performing party exercises, the judge also evaluated and work ethics Handler.
5.2. competition-"the child and the dog»
5.2.1. registration of participants conducted adult family members.
5.2.2. the participants had three exercises:
 Motion in a circle (the judge is in the center of the circle);
 Movement with a dog right back;
 Demonstration of dogs in a rack.
5.2.3. the dog can demonstrate how muzzled, and without it (at the discretion of the judge and
the adult members of the family).
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5.2.4. During work in the ring, the same as a demonstration of dogs, the judge is given
preference over young party.
5.3. "start Handler»
5.3.1. Member registration is conducted by adult family members.
5.3.2. the participant performs 4-and exercises:
 Motion in a circle (the judge is in the center of the circle);
 Movement with a dog right back;
 Movement in the form of the letter "t";
 Demonstration of dogs in a rack.
5.3.3. When performing party exercise, judge is also estimated and ethics work Handler.
5.3.4. the dog can demonstrate how muzzled, and without it (at the discretion of the judge and
the adult members of the family).
5.4. "junior handler"
5.4.1. registration of participants conducted adult family members.
5.4.2. the participant performs exercises: throughput 6
 Motion in a circle (the judge is in the center of the circle);
 Demonstration of dogs in a rack;
 Movement with a dog right back;
 Movement in the form of the letter "t";
 The movement for "Triangle";
 Movement in the form of the letter "L".
5.4.3. in carrying out party exercise, judge is also estimated and ethics work Handler.
5.4.4. Dog shows without a muzzle (to the discretion of the judge and the adult members of the
family).
5.5. the "Handler"
5.5.1. the participant performs 7-megabytes of exercises:
 Motion in a circle (the judge is in the center of the circle);
 Demonstration of dogs in a rack;
 Movement with a dog right back;
 Movement in the form of the letter "t";
 The movement for "Triangle";
 Showing bite in dogs;
 Movement in the form of the letter "L";
 Motion in a circle (judge went beyond the terms ofa).
5.5.2. in carrying out party exercise, judge is also estimated and ethics work Handler.
5.5.3. Dog shows without a muzzle (to the discretion of the judge and the adult members of the
family).
5.6. "Hendler-ProFi
5.6.1. the participants perform 9th exercises:
 Movement in a circle (the judge is in the center of the circle);
 Demonstration of dogs in a rack;
 Demonstration of dog bite;
 Movement with a dog right back;
 The movement for "Triangle";
 Movement in the form of the letter "t";
 Movement in the form of the letter "L";
 Traffic circle (judge extends beyond the circle);
 To change the position in the Group (on the orders of a judge).
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5.6.2. While working in the ring each exercise performed by the party, is evaluated by the point
system from 1 to 10 and balls.
5.6.3. All dogs demonstrates without muzzles.
5.7. the Ethics of work in the ring.
5.7.1. in assessing ethics participants during work in the ring, take into account the following
requirements:
 Their dog should be prepared for competitions, Competitions and Championships in
accordance with the requirements of the exhibition;
 Party and his dog should look harmonious, representing a single unit (raduûŝuû eye
picture, the effect of which would intensify the good mood as a Handler and dog being
exhibited);
 The behavior of the party towards the judge and rivals (must be polite and considerate,
the Handler must immediately follow the judge);
 Relationship with other parties should be friendly (do not interfere with or hinder their
opponents);
 Party clothes should be clean, comfortable, neat;
 Shoes party should be neat, convenient, allowing easy move in the ring (undesirable
high-heeled shoes);
 The leash should be comfortable, optimum length. Categorically not suitable for
exhibitions, metal chain leashes. The leash must not be too short, skovyvaûŝim
movement of dogs and the limiting traffic Handler, but not be too long. The free end of
the leash must not hang out or scruffy dragging on the floor;
 If possible, the leash should be in harmony with the genetics of the dog being exhibited;
 In the ring promoting the dogs should be aesthetic.
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Personal card party competitions
"Start Handler»
NAME AND SURNAME
_______________________________________________________________________
Date of birth _______________________________________________________________
Адресс __________________________________________тел._________________________
Registration made Name _________________________________________________
№
Estimated element
The maximum number of The resulting number
points
of points
1 Movement in a circle (the judge
10
is in the center of the circle);
2 Movement with a dog straight
10
forward-backward
3 Demonstration of dogs in a rack
10
4
5

Movement in the form of the
letter "t"
Ethics

10

The total number of points

50

10

(a family member)

The competition was held in the framework of the event
________________________________
At the address
____________________________________________________________________
Judge (Ф.И.О.) _______________________________________________________________
Title category ____________________________________________________________
Date ____________________________________ Signature ____________________________
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Personal card party competitions
"Junior Handler"
NAME AND SURNAME
_______________________________________________________________________
Date of birth _______________________________________________________________
Адресс __________________________________________ тел. ________________________
Registration made Name _________________________________________________
№
Estimated element
The maximum number of The resulting number
points
of points
1 Movement in a circle (the judge
10
is in the center of the circle);
2 Movement with a dog straight
10
forward-backward
3 Demonstration of dogs in a rack
10
4

Movement in the form of the
letter "t"
The movement for "Triangle"

10

6

Movement in the form of the
letter "L"

10

7

Ethics

10

The total number of points

70

5

10

(a family member)

The competition was held in the framework of the event
________________________________
At the address
____________________________________________________________________
Judge (Ф.И.О.) _______________________________________________________________
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Title category ____________________________________________________________
Date ____________________________________ Signature ____________________________
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Personal card party competitions
«Handler»
NAME AND SURNAME
_______________________________________________________________________
Date of birth _______________________________________________________________
Адресс ________________________________________ тел. __________________________
№
Estimated element
The maximum number of
The resulting
points
number of points
1 Movement in a circle (the judge is
10
in the center of the circle);
2 Movement with a dog straight
10
forward-backward
3 Demonstration of dogs in a rack
10
4

10

5

Movement in the form of the letter
"t"
The movement for "Triangle"

6

Demonstration of dog bite

10

7

Movement in the form of the letter
"L";

10

8

Traffic circle (judge extends
beyond the circle)
Ethics

10

The total number of points

90

9

10

10

The competition was held in the framework of the event
________________________________
At the address
____________________________________________________________________
Judge (Ф.И.О.) _______________________________________________________________
Title category ____________________________________________________________
Date ____________________________________ Signature ____________________________
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Personal card party competitions
«Hendler-Profi
NAME AND SURNAME
_______________________________________________________________________
Date of birth _______________________________________________________________
Адресс _________________________________________ тел. _________________________
№
Estimated element
The maximum number of
The resulting
points
number of points
1 Demonstration of dogs in a rack
10
2

Demonstration of dog bite

10

3

Movement with a dog straight
forward-backward
Movement in a circle (the judge is
in the center of the circle);
Traffic circle (judge extends
beyond the circle)
The movement for "Triangle"

10

7

Movement in the form of the letter
"L";

10

8

Movement in the form of the letter
"t"
Change in Group

10

4
5
6

9

10 Ethics
The total number of points

10
10
10

10
10
100

The competition was held in the framework of the event
________________________________
At the address
____________________________________________________________________
Judge (Ф.И.О.) _______________________________________________________________
Title category ____________________________________________________________
Date ____________________________________ Signature ____________________________
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Methodical recommendations
5.8. the movement in the ring
5.8.1. The dog is in the original position to the left of the party.
5.8.2. in all the exercises Hendlinga (shapes) should pay special attention to the fact that the
party should not be between the judge and the dog. Handler should always address the position
of judge, and decide on which side of your dog it must be.
5.8.3. When assessing movements in front of and behind their dog moves in a straight line from
the strictly judges and back to it (so that the judge did not change its original position).
5.8.4. When you show a Dog Handler group must:
 Keep your dog away from others to avoid collisions;
 Do not disturb the judge in describing dog;
 Keep èksponiruemuû a dog on one line with rivals;
 In the conduct of dogs in a circle to keep distance and not let the dog catch dog running
ahead.
 In cases of disturbances ahead of the ongoing party correctly around it.
 When all the shapes you need to pay special attention to the fact that the party should
never be placed between a judge and a dog.
Explanation
There are several ways to make a detour, we recommend using one of the three most
common in the world and suitable way. It is important that the dog could move forward quickly
and without visible inhibition and its locomotion acted thus in the best way.

Rotate inside (fig. 1)
When turning inside dog is first on the left of the party,
change of direction of the Handler and the dog are moving towards each other, and the leash,
When this is passed with his left hand in his right hand. This twist is often used
When you run and figure in time evaluation by the locomotive apparatus.
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Illustrative twist (fig. 2)
While often used for outdoor ring showcase turn
the dog remains when changing directions on the left from the Handler that should quickly
run around around the dogs, so she was not able to knock off the pace.

Rotate outwards (fig. 3)
When rotating outward Hound, located to the left of the Handler and outlined
by polukrugu. This dog looks especially good if the Handler must
keep the following shape away from the judge. Sometimes this turn
runs in to judge, especially when large demonstrations
dog breeds, dog movement produces more smooth, effective.
In this case, the Handler is still a short time between the judge and the dog.
During this rotation you need to consider the size of the dog and its features
propulsion system.

Movement with a dog straight forward-backward (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2)
This exercise gives the judge the opportunity to evaluate the dvigatel′noû system
exhibiting dogs and front and rear. In the performance should pay particular
attention to the fact that the dog should be clearly in a straight line in the direction of
from the judges, and then, without stopping, after turning left (rotate) or
turn right (turning inward) on the same straight line back to the judge.
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The judge does not change its original position. If the exercise
make two dogs at the same time, it is recommended to handlers both watch
that the dog ran right next to each other right in the sight of the judge and
the dogs started simultaneously and in a direction from the judge and vice versa.
It does not pay if the dog running faster than other dogs have to
just slow down before going back to the judge, because in this case
dogs are of course exempt them pace with most favorable

The movement for "Triangle" (fig. 5)
When driving on the triangle, the judge may consistently
check the movement of the dog's rear, side and front. The participant must
Choose a form of its triangle to the judge to evaluate the
dog rear, side and front. This means that all three parties
the triangle must have approximately odinakovoû long and that
the opposite side of the triangle is the judge
perpendicular to the direction of his gaze.
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Movement in the form of the letter "t" (fig. 6)
Movement in the form of the letter "t" provides all the conditions for
a thorough assessment of the motor system of the dog back and
the front and both sides. Whether you choose to complete the triangle,
and when "t" Handler should remember that one of the lines is not
must be too short and that the opposite judge
line should be perpendicular to its look.
Are encouraged to give special attention to the twists, so that party ever
not blocking judge dog.

Movement in the form of the letter "L";
Movement in the form of the letter "L" provides all the conditions for
a thorough assessment of the motor system of the dog back and
in front and on both sides, but this movement is preferable if
the ring is very long and narrow.
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Circle (fig. 8.9)
As a rule, the judge stands in the middle of the circle and evaluates motion exhibited by
dogs. When changing the position of the judge, goes out of range, and this at a time when dogs
are inside it, the Handler must not reaching places worth a judge briefly to stand on the other side
of the dog, and passing the judges back to its original place relative to the dog. He should not be
between the judge and the dog.
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